ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING THERMOLASTIC®
+ Proven durability over 10 years with
more than 250,000 installations
worldwide
+ Weatherproof and resistant to road debris
+ Fully adaptable - it will suit most
exhaust pipe configurations

THE MOST VERSATILE
FLEXIBLE EXHAUST PIPE
INSULATION SYSTEM

+ Suitable for end-user installation
+ Wrap-type installation makes
Thermolastic® especially suited to
retro-fit application directly on
the vehicle
+ Can be used for product prototyping
and smaller OEM production runs
+ In-house wrapping service available
in UK, Germany, Italy and USA.
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Thermolastic® is a flexible thermal insulation wrap system that is
primarily used on exhaust down pipes in diesel powered vehicles
with emission control systems.
Thermolastic® insulation is uniquely designed to increase the
efficiency of SCR and/or DPF units, by capturing the heat generated
by the exhaust gas and conserving it within the product layers.
It can also be used as a heat shield for health and safety purposes
or for protection to near by vulnerable components.
When correctly fitted, the Thermolastic® system will be fully resistant
to the ingress of water, fuel oil, salt spray and solvents.
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ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING ACOUSTAFIL®
+ Reduces muffler assembly times,
providing production efficiencies
+ Engineered product accuracy enhances
client quality control and provides
controlled fill densities
+ 3D shaped packs available for
applications with complex geometries
+ Proven superior resistance to high
pulse energies
+ ‘Expands’ to fill voids on heating
+ Provides excellent thermal insulation
to reduce hot spots and the need for
additional heat shielding
+ Low fibre migration and erosion.
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THE MOST EFFECTIVE
ENGINEERED MUFFLER
PACKAGING SOLUTION
Acoustafil® uses only highly texturised glassfibre yarn made from continuous
filament fibre. These are made into a non-woven textile utilising a unique
processing technology.
The construction provides a range of technical characteristics including:
� A choice of fibre chemistry offering temperature resistance up to 850ºC
� A range of densities to suit muffler production and end application
� Compression release (expansion) of the material on initial heating to
ensure maximum homogeneous fibre distribution within the chamber
or void.
Acoustafil® is now the acoustic packing solution of choice for some of the
most internationally renowned manufacturers of specialist sports car and
motorcycle mufflers, for both OEM and after-market. Its excellent thermal
properties and ability to expand on heating make it the ideal solution for
insulating between the twin skins of emission control systems, particularly
where there is potential for gas flow over the fibres.
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CHOOSE FROM 3 PRODUCTION OPTIONS:
+ Metcap® ToolBox. Designed for prototyping
and low volume OEM applications.
Our modular press-form tooling system
normally requires NO upfront tool costs
+ Metcap® Bespoke. Used for intermediate
OEM production runs, where the cost
of specific press-form tooling is
economically viable
+ Metcap® Integrated. The most
cost-effective solution for major volumes
of OEM parts. The insulated formed
components can be applied in-house,
or supplied separately for installation
by a third party.
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THE MOST ADAPTABLE
PRESS-FORMED METAL
ENCAPSULATED INSULATION
Metcap® is the most adaptable metal encapsulation system for
insulated exhaust and charge air pipes. The lightweight outer shell
is made from embossed stainless steel foil that is just 0.4mm thick.
This is formed into shape using in-house designed and produced
tools and jigs.
The specified insulation material is cut and applied directly on to the
pipework provided. The formed stainless steel shells are then fitted
around the insulation and securely welded together and on to the
pipe to form the required protective outer covering.
Metcap® provides a robust, durable and lightweight finish that has
a high visual appeal and also fully oil and water resistant.
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ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING KATPAK:
+ Suitable for the most arduous
applications
+ Low risk / Durable / Non-intumescent
+ Installed as a single layer, even for
large gap applications

NEW 1600°C
CATALYTIC SUBSTRATE
SUPPORT MATS

+ Bespoke tailored basis weight for
specific customer applications
+ Installed without the need for additional
holding mechanisms
+ Suitable for all canning methods
+ Wide density range for performance
+ Competitive against incumbent products
+ System cost savings.
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Culimeta Saveguard is the first company in more than a decade
to develop and launch a completely new range of support mats
using polycrystalline alumina fibre.
Katpak mats are made in Culimeta Saveguard's new production
facility, utilising the latest manufacturing technology. The product
offers full integrity up to 1600°C, and a best-in-class performance
in high gap expansion systems. Both characteristics are intrinsic to
modern, fully insulated exhaust systems.
This latest Katpak development is an addition to Culimeta
Saveguard's existing product portfolio. The extended range now
guarantees a bespoke, value-added service that can deliver the
lowest cost, lowest risk solution.
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ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING CSL JACKETS:
+ Outstanding thermal insulation
performance
+ Flexible, easily removable and
re-installed for maintenance and
inspection
+ Proven durability
+ Only proven high-performance
materials and fasteners are used
in construction
+ Manufactured to quality standards 		
TS 16949 and ISO 9001:2009.
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CUSTOMISED
THERMAL INSULATION
JACKETS
Flexible Insulation Jackets from Culimeta Saveguard are
custom-made to suit individual applications to meet clients'
particular specifications and requirements.
All jackets are manufactured to the highest international quality
assessment standards.
Their experienced engineers use CAD technology, drawings
and models to make jackets and sewn parts that fit the required
component, which can be installed anywhere in the world.
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